
TEMPO SSD

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE TEMPO SSD PRO PLUS

CONVERTIBLE HALF-/FULL-LENGTH 6Gb/s 
SATA 2.5" SSD PCIe CARD

Tempo™ SSD

Simple SSD Upgrade  
Solutions, Plus More
If you’ve been thinking 
about storage, you know 

that SSDs are a hot option. Offering performance that 
easily outperforms hard disk drives, they are also more 
reliable, and their prices keep dropping so you can get 
more capacity than ever. If you’ve got a Mac Pro tower 
or Windows desktop computer, you could get a couple of 
2.5" SSDs (plus necessary adapters) and install them in 
empty drive bays (if there are any), but the 3Gb/s SATA 
interface in your computer won’t support fast 6Gb/s 
SSDs at full speed. Sonnet engineered a couple of great 
alternatives—Tempo SSD Pro Plus and Tempo SSD. 
They’re fast 6Gb/s SATA PCI Express adapter cards that 
enable you to attach widely available 2.5" SSDs and 
install the assembly neatly into a single PCIe slot, no 
cables or drivers necessary.

These Tempo cards use widely-available, standard 2.5" 
SATA SSDs that you choose and install. This allows 
you to select from the widest variety of SSDs, and buy 
the ones that best suit your capacity and performance 
needs while working within your budget. Installation 
is simple—attach your SSDs with provided screws, 
mount the card in an available PCIe slot, and turn on 
your computer—the necessary drivers are installed 
automatically. You can even install operating system 
software and boot* directly from an SSD! If you 
need to add more storage, the Tempo SSD Pro Plus 
also sports two eSATA ports, making it easy for you 
to connect additional external storage systems with 
eSATA interfaces like Sonnet's Fusion QR.

Thunderbolt Port?  
Instant SSD Solutions 
Got a Thunderbolt connection, but no PCIe slot? 
Tempo SSD cards are optimized for use in Sonnet's 
Echo Express SE I, Echo Express SE II, Echo Express 
III-D and III-R, xMac mini Server, and xMac Pro Server 
Thunderbolt 2-to-PCIe card expansion systems. These 
Sonnet cards are perfect companions for your pro 
video capture and processing, digital audio interface, 
or DSP accelerator card, providing blazing fast storage 
in the same box!

• PCIe cards with high-performance SATA controllers

• Support standard 2.5" SSDs—add your own SSDs

• Read speeds up to 960 MB/s (Tempo SSD Pro Plus)  
or 660 MB/s (Tempo SSD)

• Optimized for maximum performance over Thunderbolt 2

• Supports connection of two external storage  
systems with eSATA interfaces (Tempo SSD Pro Plus)

• Supports OS X and Windows RAID features

• Drive health monitoring with S.M.A.R.T. data reporting
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6Gb/s SATA DUAL 2.5" SSD PCIe CARD 
WITH eSATA PORTS

Tempo SSD Pro Plus
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MODULAR AND VERSATILE
OR

Tempo SSD Pro Plus and RED ROCKET-X cards installed in an Echo 
Express III-D Thunderbolt 2-to-PCIe card expansion chassis make a 
powerful combination

Echo Express III-D

New Mac Pro Tempo SSD Pro Plus

Add High Speed Storage Alongside 
Your Other PCIe Cards

Mac & Windows
COMPATIBLE 

Tempo PCIe SSD adds 512 GB of high-performance, 
low-latency storage to your computer. This low-
profile x4 PCIe 2.0 host card installs easily into a 
computer’s PCIe slot to deliver data transfers of 
up to 1100 MB/s without RAID 0! Optimized for 
Thunderbolt, this card is also perfect for adding 
more high-speed storage in any Thunderbolt 2-to-
PCIe expansion system. You can even boot from an 
installed operating system!

TSATA6-SSD-E2 TSATA6-SSDPS-E2

Features a unique modular design. Out of the 

box, this Sonnet solution is a half-length, full-

height card to which you attach one SSD. With 

the included extension plate attached, the 

Tempo SSD is transformed into a full-length 

card to accommodate an additional SSD. 

Adding the second SSD allows you to improve 

performance or data security by exploiting  

OS X or Windows RAID features. This card 

delivers read speeds up to 660 MB/s from  

a pair of SSDs configured as a RAID 0 set.

Is a full-length, full-height card to which 

you attach two SSDs and connect two 

external storage systems. If you’ve got 

the space and need the even greater 

performance possible, this is the card for 

you. This card is performance-engineered 

to deliver read speeds up to 960 MB/s 

from a pair of SSDs or external drives 

configured as a RAID 0 set. It is backed 

with Sonnet’s Pro 5-year warranty.

Mac Pro, Echo Express III-D, Fusion QR, Red Rocket-X, and SSDs 
not included

Tempo™ PCIe SSD
PCI EXPRESS® SSD CARD
PCIE-SSD1-512-E

Connect one or two eSATA ports 
to external storage systems with 
eSATA interfaces. Tempo SSD Pro 
Plus supports Sonnet’s exclusive 
eSATA data cables with locking 
connectors that provide secure 
connections at both ends.

PLUS  eSATA Connections

Fusion™ QR

Desktop 4-Drive Hardware 
RAID 5 SATA Storage  
System with Quad Interface

eSATA Port

eSATA Port
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• Low-profile x4 PCIe 2.0 card with one 512 GB  
PCIe SSD

• Optimized for use over Thunderbolt 2; 1100 MB/s 
read, 1000 MB/s write

• Supports booting under OS X 10.9.2+

INCLUDED




